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Abstract Dry dual clutches are widely used in automated
manual transmissions. In such systems the clutch engage-
ment maneuvers require a precise knowledge of the char-
acteristics that relate the frictional torque transmitted by
the clutches with the corresponding actuators variables. In
this paper a temperature and slip speed dependent model
of the torque characteristic for dry dual clutches is pro-
posed. Dynamic models of the temperature evolution are
determined and linked to the characteristics of the mechan-
ical components influencing the torque. The models, whose
parameters are tuned with dedicated experiments and realis-
tic data coming from an industrial automotive environment,
show the temperature influence on the torque transmitted by
the clutch. Real time simulation results, obtained through a
detailed software in the loop drivelinemodel, show that, if not
compensated, the temperature variation can determine criti-
cal degradations of the clutch engagement performances. It
is shown how the use of the clutch temperature estimation in
the torque transmissibility model allows to compensate for
such negative effects. The torque model is also exploited for
the realization of a decoupling clutch engagement controller.
The corresponding closed loop results show the effectiveness
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of the proposed compensations for the dependencies of the
clutch torque on temperature and slip speed.
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List of symbols

ck Friction coefficient–temperature parameters
fk Torque load parameters
Ffc Flat spring load (N)
Fpp Pressure plate force (N)
i f Final drive gear-ratio (–)
igodd Gear-ratio selected on the odd-gearbox subset (–)
igeven Gear-ratio selected on the even-gearbox subset

(–)
Jeq Engine and flywheel inertia (kg m2)
Jc1 Odd-clutch inertia (kg m2)
Jc2 Even-clutch inertia (kg m2)
Jd Gearbox and vehicle reduced inertia (kg m2)
n Number of contact surface (–)
pk Falt spring load-compression parameters
Req Equivalent radius of the contact surface (m)
R1, R2 Inner and outer clutch disk radii (m)
Rw Wheel radius (m)
Te Engine torque (Nm)
Tfc Clutch frictional torque (Nm)
Tfc1 Odd-clutch frictional torque (Nm)
Tfc2 Even-clutch frictional torque (Nm)
TLoad Torque resistance at vehicle wheels (Nm)
�

T
re f
e Engine torque reference value (Nm)

�

T
re f
f c1 Odd-clutch frictional torque referencevalue (Nm)
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�

T
re f
f c2 Even-clutch frictional torque reference value

(Nm)
ufs Flat spring compression (mm)
v Vehicle speed (m/s)
vsl Sliding speed (m/s)
xto Throwout bearing position (mm)
αk,α̃k Thermal model parameters
βk Thermal model parameters
γ Friction coefficient-slip parameter (–)
λ Slope of flat spring compression (–)
λk ISP-temperature parameters
μ Friction coefficient (–)
μd Friction coefficient at high slip speed (–)
μs Friction coefficient at low slip speed (–)
θa Room temperature (◦C)
θb Body temperature (◦C)
θc Clutch temperature (◦C)
θfp Friction facing temperature (◦C)
θh Clutch housing temperature (◦C)
θpp1 Odd-clutch pressure plate temperature (◦C)
θpp2 Even-clutch pressure plate temperature (◦C)
ρ Radial coordinate (m)
ωc Clutch angular speed (rad/s)
ωe Engine angular speed (rad/s)
ω f Flywheel angular speed (rad/s)
ω f c Angular slip speed (rad/s)

1 Introduction

Automated manual transmissions with dry dual clutches are
wide spreading thanks to their capability to combine high
efficiency and comfort. In order to obtain smooth and fast
gearshifts it is fundamental to have an accurate knowledge of
the torque transmitted by the clutch during the engagements.
Unfortunately, it is quite difficult to provide an on-boardmea-
surement of this torque and then the use of torque estimators
is the typical solution adopted inpractice, for bothdry andwet
clutches [1,2]. Several phenomena and components influence
the torque in a dry dual clutch transmission (DDCT), such
as friction, transmission kinematics [3], friction facing wear
and diaphragm spring fatigue [4], pressure [5] and, overall,
temperature and slip speed between the clutch disk and the
flywheel. Some models proposed in the literature are based
on the inversion of the driveline dynamic model [6,7], but
the robustness of this solution depends on the availability of
the system parameters and on clutch disk acceleration and
engine torque measurements. In any case, the engagement
controllers are typically equipped with a characteristic that
describes the friction phenomena by providing the torque
transmitted by the clutch as a function of the throwout bear-
ing force [8] or the throwout bearing position [3,9].

The influence of the temperature on the clutch torque char-
acteristic has been considered in the literature. In [10] it is
shown how the temperature affects the torque through the
variations of the so called Incipient Sliding Point (ISP), also
called kiss point. In [11] the authors investigated the tem-
perature distributions in automotive dry clutch during single
and repeated engagements under two different hypothe-
ses: uniform pressure and uniform wear. In [12], under the
assumptions that the friction coefficient is uniform along the
whole contact surface, the clutch torque is assumed to be a
function of the product between the friction coefficient and
the clamping (or contact) force. In these papers, the tempera-
ture influence on the two functions is separately considered:
the temperature influence on the friction is modeled by using
experimental data from [13] while, in order to model the
temperature influence on the contact force, a finite element
analysis is used. Indeed, finite element analysis is consid-
ered by several authors in order to study the temperature
distributions in transmissions which include dry clutches.
In [8,14,15] it is investigated how the flywheel and friction
facings temperature distributions change during the engage-
ment. The friction facings temperature distribution is also
dependent on the grooves shape [16], and in [17] it is shown
that the thermal proprieties are also affected by some manu-
facturing process parameters. The temperature distributions
are usually assumed to be uniform and average temperatures
are considered in order to determine the torque characteristic
[12,13].

Since the clutch torque is only controllable through the
proper position of the actuator driven throwout bearing, it is
fundamental to have an accurate model of the clutch torque
characteristic in order to design effective clutch shift and
vehicle launch controllers. This point is highlighted in the lit-
erature fromdifferent perspectives and strategies dedicated to
dry clutches: to improve the actuator technology [18,19], for
torque limitations during the engagements [20], for gearshift
[4,7] and sliding mode controllers [21], for the use of mul-
tivariable control strategies [22], for real-time estimation
[23] and simulation [24]. The clutch torque characteris-
tic, which relates the actuator position to the transmitted
torque, is widely used in the clutch engagement controllers
because it can be considered as an add-on solution with
respect to the classical engagement controllers currently used
for automated manual transmissions and also, as a feedfor-
ward component, to solutions which adopts clutch torque
observers based on the driveline model [23].

In this paper a newdry clutch torquemodelwhich includes
the temperature and slip speed influences is presented. In
Sect. 2 the typical dry clutch system and its configuration
will be recalled. The proposed model of the clutch torque
as a function of the actuator position is presented in Sect. 3
and its influence on the slip speed and temperature is explic-
itly analyzed. In Sect. 4 two dynamic thermal models of the
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DDCT are determined and linked to the torque characteristic.
The thermal models are forced by the power dissipated due
to friction. The parameters of the torque and thermal models
are tuned by using experimental data. In Sect. 5 a decoupling
engagement controller which exploits the proposed torque
model is presented. The engagement performances are tested
by using a software in the loop real time platform. All results
are obtained by considering a realistic DDCT powertrain
model by Fiat Chrysler Automobiles (FCA); the quantita-
tive values of the variables reported throughout the paper are
not indicated because of confidentiality reasons. The results
reported in Sect. 6 demonstrate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed dual clutch torque model to compensate the effects of
current temperature and slip speed. Finally, Sect. 7 concludes
the paper.

2 Clutch Engagement System

The two most popular implementations of automatic manual
transmissions are single clutch transmissions and dual clutch
transmissions. From the clutch management point of view,
these two implementations are mostly similar. The modeling
procedure proposed in this paper for the torque transmitted
by the dry clutch is valid for both the implementations. A
typical dry clutch system can be represented with the equiv-
alent scheme provided in Fig. 1 which consists of a flywheel
(element 2, it can be a central disk in some DDCT configura-
tions), a steel clutch disk (element 10) and a diaphragmspring
(element 5). The diaphragm spring transforms the position
xto of the throwout bearing (element 3) into a corresponding
position xpp of the pressure plate (also called push plate and
numbered 6 in Fig. 1) clamped on the diaphragm spring ter-
minal. The clutch disk consists of a flat spring (also called
cushion spring and element 9), two friction facings (elements
7 and 8) and a hub (element 11). The hub rotates at the same
speed of the mainshaft (element 4), which is also the clutch
disk speed, say ωc. The pressure plate presses the clutch disk
against the flywheel or keeps it apart. The pressure plate
rotates at the same speed of the flywheel, indicated with ω f ,
and crankshaft (element 1). The friction between the external
facings on the two sides of the clutch disk and the flywheel
and pressure plate, respectively, generates the torque trans-
mitted, say T f c. In the following, the torques generated by the
two clutch facings are assumed to be equal. This assumption
must be carefully considered if the temperature distribution
is not symmetric.

Some nomenclature on the dry clutch shift operating con-
ditions is introduced below. The clutch is said to be open
when there is no contact between the clutch disk and the fly-
wheel (or central disk). In this situation the pressure-plate
position is such that the flat spring is not at all compressed,
like showed in Fig. 1. The clutch is said to be closedwhen the

Fig. 1 A scheme of a dry clutch system when the clutch is open: (1)
crankshaft, (2) flywheel or central disk, (3) throwout bearing, (4) main-
shaft, (5) diaphragm spring, (6) pressure plate, (7) friction facing on
the pressure plate side, (8) friction facing on the flywheel side, (9) flat
spring, (10) clutch disk, (11) hub

flat spring is completely compressed. In this operating con-
dition, the flywheel, the pressure plate and the clutch disk
rotate at the same speed. The clutch disk can be pushed fur-
thermore in order to avoid undesired clutch unlocking. The
further compression forces the diaphragm spring to flex. In
this scenario the maximum torque which can be transmitted
by the clutch depends on the static friction coefficient μs

and on the pressure plate force Fpp which corresponds to the
diaphragm spring elastic force [3]. A typical expression for
the maximum frictional torque for the closed clutch is given
as in [3,9]

Tmax
f c = nμs Req Fpp (1)

where Req is the equivalent radius of the contact surface and n
is the number of contact surfaces which generate the friction
torques, assumed equals on both sides.

The clutch is said to be locked up when there is no slip
between the flywheel and the clutch disk. In this operating
condition, also called sticking phase, the transmitted torque is
equal to the engine torque. The flat spring and the diaphragm
spring are designed so that during a closing maneuver the
clutch will be locked up before the flat spring is completely
compressed (clutch closed). The smallest value of xto for
which the clutch is locked up depends also on the engine
torque.

The clutch is at the ISP, also called kiss point, when there
is contact between the clutch disk and the flywheel but the
flat spring is still uncompressed. We indicate by ufs the flat
spring compression and we assume ufs = 0 at the ISP and
when the clutch is open.

The clutch is said to be in the engagement phasewhen it is
going from open to locked up. By omitting its dependencies,
the torque transmitted in this phase can be expressed as
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Fig. 2 Friction coefficient versus sliding velocity at 0.24MPa with a
fixed sliding acceleration value of 0.04m/s2 [5]. The circles represent
experimental data; the line is the interpolating function

Tfc = nRμFfc (2)

where Rμ is the equivalent friction radius and Ffc is the flat
spring elastic force [3]. The torque dependencies on the slip
speed ωfc = ω f − ωc, on the flat spring compression ufs
and on the clutch temperature will be investigated in the next
section.

3 Torque Characteristic

In this section a temperature and slip speed dependent torque
model for dry clutch transmissions is proposed. Starting from
measures and physical considerations, the model estimates
the clutch torque by considering separately the influence of
the slip speed and temperature on the friction coefficient and
the influence of the temperature on the normal force deter-
mined by the flat spring.

3.1 Friction Function and Equivalent Friction Radius

It is well known from the literature that the dry friction
function depends on sliding velocity, sliding acceleration,
pressure [5] and temperature [13]. In this paper two main
effects are considered: the sliding velocity and the tempera-
ture dependence. Figure 2 illustrates a possible dependence
of the friction versus the linear sliding velocity. It is eval-
uated in quasi-stationary conditions at average pressure of
0.24 MPa [5].

By neglecting the temperature dependence, a friction
function interpolating the data can be written as

μ(ρωfc) = μs + (μd − μs) tanh(γρωfc)
1/3 (3)

where μs and μd represent the friction values for very low
and high sliding velocities; γ is a geometric parameter used
to reproduce the friction behavior at intermediate velocities;
ωfc is the slip speed defined as the difference between the

Fig. 3 Friction coefficient versus temperature. The circles represent
experimental data; the line is the interpolating function

flywheel speed ω f and the clutch speed ωc; ρ is the radial
coordinate of the clutch facings (ρ = 0 at the center of the
clutch disk). Themodel (3) can be generalized by considering
also the friction variation in the relevant temperature range,
according to typical facings materials datasheet as in [14]. A
representation of such dependence is shown in Fig. 3.

We assume that the temperature dependence is con-
centrated on the dynamic friction; then, the model (3) is
generalized as follows

μ(ρωfc, θfp) = μs + (μd(θfp) − μs) tanh(γρωfc)
1/3 (4)

where θfp is the friction facing temperature that is assumed
uniform over the whole surface and μd(θfp) is the only para-
meter assumed to be temperature dependent. The friction
temperature dependence at high velocities is expressed as

μd(θfp) = c1 sin(c2θfp + c3) + c4 (5)

where the coefficients ck have been determined with a least
square identification procedure on some (confidential) exper-
imental data and the sinusoidal function takes values only
in part of a single period. By considering the dependencies
described above, the expression of the equivalent friction
radius proposed in [3] and used in (2) can be generalized as
follows

Rμ(ωfc, θfp) = 1

R2 − R1

R2∫

R1

μ(ρωfc,θfp)ρdρ (6)

where R1 and R2 are the inner and outer radii of the clutch
disk. The corresponding equivalent friction radius map is
reported in Fig. 4.

3.2 Flat Spring Compression versus Throwout Bearing
Position

One of the key hypotheses of this work is that the clutch
torque during the engagement is mainly determined by the
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Fig. 4 Equivalent friction radius map as function of the slip speed ωfc
and friction facing temperature θfp

flat spring elastic force, which corresponds to consider the
normal force pushing the clutch disk against the flywheel
equal to the flat spring force [3]. Before the engagement, the
throwout bearing position xto is increased thus releasing the
diaphragm spring and moving the pressure plate against the
clutch disk which is moved towards the flywheel, see Fig. 1.
When the ISP is reached, the flat spring starts compressing
and its reaction force is in equilibriumwith the pressure plate
pushing force, under quasi-static assumptions.

The flat spring compression ufs can be modeled as a func-
tion of the throwout bearing position xto and flat spring
temperature θfs. Figure 5a shows that, for a given tem-
perature, the flat spring is uncompressed until the ISP is
reached.

At the ISP the compression starts and ufs linearly increases
until the spring is at its maximum compression level at
xto,max . The flat spring expansion, due to the temperature
increase, implies that the ISP is reached earlier in the pres-
sure plate approaching motion toward the clutch disk and the
maximum value of the compression, say ufs,max, increases
for a given actuator stroke. The function in Fig. 5a can then
be expressed as

ufs(xto, θfs) = sat
ufs,max(θfs)

0

{
λ(xto − xto,I SP (θfs))

}
(7)

where sat{ · } represents the saturation function with the
lower limit 0 and the upper limit u f s,max , λ is the constant
positive slope of the characteristic and the upper limit of the
saturation can be expressed as

u f s,max(θfs) = λ(xto,max − xto,I SP (θfs)) (8)

Coherently with some experimental measures, the ISP is
modeled as a quadratic function of the gradient temperature:

xto,I SP (θfs) = λ2(θfs − θa)
2 + λ1(θfs − θa) + λ0 (9)

where θa is the room temperature. The slope λ of ufs with
respect to xto is unaffected by the temperature because it
is determined by the diaphragm spring characteristic that is
assumed to be temperature independent. The flat spring stiff-
ness is assumed to be unaffected by the temperature too [12].
Later in this section it will be explained how the parame-
ters λ, λk , k = 0, 1, 2, and xto,max have been identified. In
Fig. 5b the flat spring load versus its compression is reported.
The line represents the following interpolating model from
experimental data:

Ffc(ufs) = p3u
3
fs + p2u

2
fs + p1ufs (10)

where the parameters pk , k=1, 2, 3, are obtained bymeans of
a least squares identification procedure. By combining (7)–
(10) the map of the flat spring load Ffc(ufs(xto, θfs)) shown
in Fig. 5c is obtained.

3.3 Torque Characteristic

The torque transmitted by a single clutch is the sum of the
friction torques acting on the two sides of the clutch disk. By
considering the expression (2), the transmitted torque by a
single clutch can be expressed as

ufs 

[mm]

xto [mm]

Ffc 

[N]

ufs [mm]

Ffc 

[N]

xto [mm]

(c)(b)(a)

Fig. 5 a Flat spring compression ufs versus throwout bearing position
xto, evaluated at different flat spring temperatures. Darker colors are
related to higher temperatures; b Flat spring load Ffc measure versus

flat spring compression ufs. c Flat spring load Ffc(ufs(xtoθfs)) obtained
by combining the results in b with the ones in a
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Fig. 6 Three partial clutch
engagements. In solid black it is
reported the throwout bearing
position xto versus time, the
measured torque versus time, in
light gray, and the modeled
torques versus time according to
(11), in gray, and (13), in dashed
black. Central disk temperature:
a 20 ◦C, b 144 ◦C, c 243 ◦C

Tfc(xto,ωfc, θ f p1, θ f p2, θfs)

= [Rμ(ω f c,θ f p1)

+Rμ(ω f c,θ f p2)]Ffc(ufs(xto, θfs)) (11)

where θ f p1 and θ f p2 are the two friction facings tempera-
tures, the equivalent radii are given by (6) with (4)–(5) and
the flat spring force is expressed by means of (10) with (7)–
(9). In order to simplify the temperatures dependencies in
(11) we assume that the average between the friction facings
temperatures, which we call clutch temperature

θc = θfp1 + θfp2

2
(12)

is the main equivalent temperature variable which influences
the torque transmitted by the clutch. This hypothesis has been
validated byusingdedicated clutch engagement experiments,
also for different dissipated powers. Under this hypothesis,
the model (11) can be rewritten as

Tfc(xto,ωfc, θc) = 2Rμ(ω f c,θc)Ffc(ufs(xto, θc)) (13)

where Rμ(ωfc, θc) and Ffc(ufs(xtoωc)) are given by (3)–(6)
and (7)–(10) with θfs = θc, respectively. The parameters of
the model (13) are the coefficients λk , k = 0, 1, 2, of (9) and
the values of xto,I SP and xto,max . In order to get an estimation
of these parameters, an experimental measurement setup has
been applied on a real DDCT transmission adopted in FCA.
The throwout bearing position, the pressure plates and central
disk temperatures have been directly measured. For the iden-
tification and then the validation of the unknown parameters,
two sets of data have been collected. Both sets are made of

several partial engagements: each engagement is driven by
the same xto signal but, due to the increase of the tempera-
ture, the ISP changes and higher torque values are obtained.
Each set has its own periodic xto signal. The parameter λ0
in (9) has been chosen in order to match the model with the
measured value at the first partial engagement which occurs
at room temperature. The parameter xto,max corresponding
to the fully compressed flat spring is chosen by using the
torque values of the first partial engagement.

The coefficients λ1 and λ2 in (9) have been identified by
using a genetic algorithm applied to the whole acquisition
and by minimizing the error between the measured torque
and the estimated one.

Figure 6 shows the validation of the proposedmodels. This
figure reports the measured torque and the torques obtained
with the models (11) and (13) in light grey and grey, respec-
tively, along with the corresponding values of the throwout
bearing position xto in solid black. The graphs have been
extracted from a series of fifty partial engagement maneu-
vers repeated with the same throwout bearing motion, i.e.,
xto versus time. The temperature rise due to the sliding of
the clutch determines huge differences in the clutch torque.

The following table shows in normalized scales the differ-
ences betweenmeasured and estimated clutch torque through
the models (11) and (13), according to repeated maneuvers
as in Fig. 6 (Table 1).

The table confirms the good capability of the model to
reproduce the real thermal phenomenon. In particular the
models show high accuracy from the room temperature to
about 140 ◦C, according to the good match between the mea-
sured torque and the modeled ones in Fig. 6a and b. Above
that temperature (Fig. 6c), themeasured torques and themod-
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Table 1 Comparison between
measured and modeled clutch
torques according to (11) and
(13).

Central disk
temperature (◦C)

Throwout bearing
position

Measured torque Modeled
torque (11)

Modeled
torque (13)

20 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.67 0.11 0.11 0.11

1.00 0.26 0.25 0.25

144 0.33 0.01 0.03 0.03

0.67 0.17 0.27 0.27

1.00 0.70 0.59 0.59

243 0.33 0.09 0.24 0.24

0.67 0.19 0.63 0.63

1.00 1.00 0.84 0.84

Tfc
[Nm]

xto
[mm]

fc
[rad/s]

ω

Tfc
[Nm]

xto
[mm]

c
[°C]

(b)(a)

θ

Fig. 7 Torque map. a Torque (Nm) versus xto (mm) and ωfc (rad/s) parametrized respect to θc; darker colors stand for higher temperatures. b
Torque versus xto and θc (◦C) parametrized respect to ωfc; darker colors stand for higher slip speeds

eled ones are still comparable, but the accuracy reduces and
it seems there is even a qualitative change in the shape of the
measured torque. It’s not clear the reason of this effect which
might be due to the pressure effect on the friction material
or to the change in the slope of the flat spring characteris-
tic, which in the proposed model it is not considered being
temperature dependent, but that it is reasonable to assume as
temperature influenced too [9,12].

A further relevant result of the validation process is the
agreement between the simplified model (13) and the more
general torque model (11). This is an outcome of the com-
pensating average effect between the two friction torques
acting on the two sides of the clutch disk. This result justi-
fies the choice to adopt the torque model (13) in the clutch
engagement controller since it is simpler and it allows the
use of simplified transmission thermal models with only one
temperature variable for each clutch.

Figure 7a shows the map of (13) as a function of the
throwout bearing position and of the slip speed for some
values of the clutch disk temperature. Figure 7b shows the
torque as a function of the clutch disk temperature and of the
throwout bearing position for some values of the slip speed.

These figures show that, for a fixed value of the throwout
bearing position and of the slip speed, when the tempera-
ture increases the corresponding friction torque can change
significantly and it is possible to have torque values that are
twice the expected ones if the temperature is not considered.
Besides, for high temperatures, the clutch system starts to
transmit torque for values of the throwout bearing position
for which, at room temperature, the clutch is still open. The
considerations above clearly highlight the importance of con-
sidering the temperature dependence in the dry clutch torque
characteristic. In Sect. 6 it will be shown the importance of
considering the temperature and slip speed effects on the
torque also from the controller design point of view.

4 Dual Clutch Thermal Models

As shown in the previous section, the temperature has a
strong influence on the torque transmitted by the dry clutch.
Therefore, in order to obtain a good torque estimation, it is
crucial to know the clutch disk temperature. Due to techni-
cal limitations and high costs it is very difficult to develop a
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Fig. 8 Schematic representation of a dry dual clutch transmission. (1)
Flywheel; (2), (6) pressure plates; (3), (5) clutches formed by two fric-
tion facings and a flat spring; (4) central disk; (7) housing

measurement system for an online monitoring of the clutch
temperatures. To overcome this drawback, in this section two
different DDCT thermal models are proposed.

4.1 Dynamic Thermal Models

The thermal evolution of a dry dual clutch transmission is a
very complex phenomenon and a lot of elements are involved
in it, see Fig. 8. The thermal models of DDCT presented
below are designed to ensure low computational load with-
out compromising toomuch the capability of reproducing the
system behavior. Both models are introduced through ordi-
nary differential equations and, according to the results in
Sect. 3, only one differential equation for the temperature of
each clutch is used.

The first model adopts five state variables, one for each
element of the scheme reported in Fig. 8: the temperatures
of the two pressure plates (the elements 2 and 6 in Fig. 8),
say θpp1 and θpp2, the temperatures of the two clutch disks
(the elements 3 and 5 in Fig. 8), say θc1 and θc2, and the
temperature of the central disk (the element 4 in Fig. 8), say
θcd . The air temperature in the housing (element 7 in Fig. 8),
say θh , is assumed to be measurable and then considered
as an input for the model. For each clutch we consider two
different modes which are discriminated by a corresponding
logic variable: we set βi = 0 with i = 1, 2, if the i-th clutch
is open, i.e., when the clutch disk has no contact with the
other elements of the scheme in Fig. 7, and βi = 1 with
i = 1, 2, if the i-th clutch is not open in the sense that it is in
contact with the adjacent plates either in slipping operating
conditions or locked up. When the first clutch is open (β1 =
0), the variations of the temperature of the first pressure plate
are determined by a convective heat transfer with the air in
the housing and the corresponding dynamic equation can be
written as

θ̇pp1 = α2(θh − θpp1). (14)

When the first clutch is not open (β1 = 1), the convective
exchangewith the air in the housing can be neglected because
there exist two more relevant contributions for the pressure
plate temperature dynamics: the conductive heat exchange
with the clutch disk and the heat generation during the clutch
engagement due to the friction power losses T f c,1ω f c,1. The
corresponding dynamic equation can be written as

θ̇pp1 = α1(θc1 − θpp1) + α3Tfc1ωfc1. (15)

By combining (14) and (15) one can write

θ̇pp1 = α1β1(θc1−θpp1) + α2(1−β1)(θh−θpp1) + α3Tfc1ωfc1.

(16a)

Note that the friction power losses in the right hand side of
(16a) are not required to be multiplied by β1 because when
the clutch is open (β1 = 0) the torque transmitted by the
clutch is zero. By using analogous arguments and by assum-
ing the symmetry of the structure, the dynamic equation of
the temperature of the second pressure plate can be written
as

θ̇pp2 = α1β2(θc2−θpp2)+α2(1−β2)(θh −θpp2)+α3Tfc2ωfc2.

(16b)

The temperature of each clutch disk changes due to the con-
vective flux with the air of the housing (when the clutch is
open) and due to the conductive flux with the pressure plate
and the central disk together with the heat generation due to
the friction. Therefore the dynamic equation of the tempera-
tures of the clutch disks can be written as

θ̇c1 = α4β1(θpp1 − θc1) + α5β1(θcd − θc1)

+α6(1 − β1)(θh − θc1) + α7Tfc1ωfc1, (16c)

θ̇c2 = α4β2(θpp2 − θc2) + α5β2(θcd − θc2)

+α6(1 − β2)(θh − θc2) + α7Tfc2ωfc2. (16d)

The equation of the dynamic model which describes the evo-
lution of the central disk temperature can be obtained by
combining the phenomena described above, which leads to
the following expression

θ̇cd = −α5β1(θc1 − θcd) − α5β2(θc2 − θcd)

+α8(2 − β1 − β2)(θh − θcd)

+α9(Tfc1ωfc1 + Tfc2ωfc2). (16e)

The first two terms in the right hand side of (16e) are the cor-
respondent to the conductive heat terms in (16c) and (16d),
respectively. The third term represents the convective heat
transfer with the air in the housing which for the central
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disk depends on the combinations of the modes of the two
clutches, i.e., it is zero if the two clutches are both not open
(β1 = 1 and β2 = 1). The forth term is due to the heat
generation of the friction power losses of the two clutches.

A simplified version of the thermal model (16) can be
obtainedby assuming that the twopressure plates and the cen-
tral disk are at the same uniform temperature. Consequently
the three elements can be considered as a single thermalmass
called body [25]. Under this hypothesis a single differential
equation can be used to model the body temperature, say θb.
The above assumption is commonly applied to the thermal
models of single clutch transmissions and so the proposed
model can be also considered an extension of the model in
[10].

By using the conditions θpp1 = θpp2 = θcd = θb in (16)
the simplified thermal model can be written as

θ̇c1 = α̃1β1(θb − θc1) + α̃2(1 − β1)(θh − θc1) + α̃3Tfc1ωfc1

(17a)

θ̇c2 = α̃1β2(θb − θc2) + α̃2(1 − β2)(θh − θc2) + α̃3Tfc2ωfc2

(17b)

θ̇b = −α̃1β1(θc1 − θb) − α̃1β2(θc2 − θb)

+ α̃4(2 − β1 − β2)(θh−θb) + α̃3(Tfc1ωfc1+Tfc2ωfc2)

(17c)

where (17a) and (17b) are obtained fromdirect substitution in
(16c) and (16d), respectively, and (17c) is obtained by adding
(16a), (16b) and (16e) and by introducing a new notation
for the model constants with respect to (16) because of the
simplifying assumption introduced.

4.2 Parameters Tuning

The data used for the identification and the validation of
(16) and (17) have been achieved by means of a tempera-
ture acquiring system in the framework of the experiments
described in Sect. 3.3. For the simplified model (17), the
body temperature is considered equal to the average of the
two pressure plates and the central disk temperatures.

The parameters corresponding to the convective terms
of the two models have been obtained by formulating cor-
responding least squares problems. These problems use a
data-set obtained by bringing the clutch at high operating
temperatures and then by leaving the temperature to decrease
with a free evolution and by analyzing the transmission
thermal behavior with both clutches open. Because of the
symmetry of the dry dual clutch system, the data used for
the convective heat transfer parameters identifications, which
correspond to the even gearbox ratios, are used also for the
odd ratios. The other model parameters are obtained by using
a genetic algorithm applied to a second data-set, which is the

Fig. 9 Fifth order model validation. The figure reports: the measured
(+) and estimated (♦) odd pressure plate temperature; the measured
(•) and estimated (�) central disk temperature; the measured air hous-
ing temperature (�); the dotted line is the estimated odd clutch disk
temperature

Fig. 10 Third ordermodel validation. The figure reports: themeasured
(•) and estimated (�) body temperature; the measured air housing tem-
perature (�); the dotted line is the estimated odd clutch disk temperature

same set used for the parameterization of the torque mod-
els. A third data-set is used to validate the parameters. The
validation results are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. In particular
the body temperature reported in Fig. 10 is obtained by aver-
aging the measured temperatures of the pressure plates and
central disk.

These figures show a good capability of the two models
to reproduce the real system behavior. The model (16) has a
slight different behavior compared to the real system, in the
open clutch state (the second part of the acquisition shown
in the figures). This can be explained with an unsymmetrical
thermal behavior of the real system or it could be due to
the larger number of model parameters of (16) compared to
those of (17) that it seems unaffected by the problem. A third
cause could be the influence of the conductive flux between
the clutches and their support. A further result is that for both
models the variation of the clutch temperature increases at
higher temperatures, which is justified by the corresponding
larger torques predicted by the proposed clutch torquemodel.
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Fig. 11 Dual clutch driveline model

5 Clutch Engagement Controller

In this section a clutch engagement controller is presented.
The controller is designed by using a driveline model which
includes the clutch torque model described above and imple-
mented in a software in the loop (SIL) DDCT model which
is tuned by considering a Fiat 500L 1.4MAir equipped with
Fiat DDCT635 transmission. This control scheme allowed
the real-time tests as described in the next section. Since the
main purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the importance
of taking into account the temperature and slip speed effects
in the clutch torque modeling, no additional theoretical con-
tribution on the clutch control is given by this paper. Further
details on the controller are reported in [22] whereas com-
ments on the future developments of the proposed scheme
are provided at the end of this chapter.

5.1 Driveline Model

An equivalent scheme for the dynamic driveline model with
DDCT is shown in Fig. 11. The scheme includes an engine,
a dry dual clutch, a gearbox and a final reducer, as well as
equivalent inertias modeling wheels and vehicle.

The engine torque Te is considered as an input for the
model and it is obtained by means of a static map depending
on the throttle angle and on the engine speedωe. According to
the equivalent scheme reported in Fig. 11, the time evolution
of the engine crankshaft speed and the one of the flywheel
should be regulated by two different dynamic equations but,
by assuming a rigid mainshaft, they will be modeled with a
single dynamic equation.

The driveline mechanical equations consist of the follow-
ing forth order system as extension to dual-clutch transmis-
sions of the models in [6,9]

Jeq ω̇ f = Te − Tfc1 − T f c2 (18a)

Jc1ω̇c1 = Tfc1 − Tgodd (18b)

Jc2ω̇c2 = Tfc2 − Tgeven (18c)

Jd ω̇out = igodd i f Tgodd + igeveni f Tgeven − TLoad (18d)

where ω f is the flywheel speed and, by assuming the main-
shaft rigidity, it is equal to the engine speedωe andmainshaft
speed ωin , see Fig. 11; ωc1 and ωc2 are the clutches speeds;
ωout is the output shaft speed and it is equal to the wheels
speed (a rigid output shaft is assumed); the inertias are given
by Jeq = Je + Jm and Jd = Jout + Jw + i2f (Jodd + Jeven)
where Jw is the equivalent vehicle inertia; i f , igodd and igeven
are the output and the transmission gear ratios; T f c1 and T f c2

are two instances of (13); TLoad is the torque resistance acting
on the wheels and is a function of the wheel speed, according
to the relation

TLoad = f0 + f1v + f2v
2 (19)

where v = Rwωout , Rw is the wheel radius, f0, f1 and f2
are appropriate coefficients.

The slip speeds are obtained according to the algebraic
equations linking ωc1 and ωc2 to ωout (Fig. 11) as follows

ωfc1 = ω f − ωc1 = ω f − igodd i f ωout (20a)

ωfc2 = ω f − ωc2 = ω f − igeveni f ωout . (20b)

The gear ratios igodd and igeven are the output of the gear
shifting mechanism model. The gear actuation model con-
sists of four distinct double action pistons operating the gear
engagement forks, and one shifter spool which selects the
piston to be actuated. Three flow proportional valves drive
these elements as explained in [22].
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Fig. 12 Vehicle velocity comparison between a real vehicle on a roller
bench (gray) and the parametrized model (black) with the third gear
engaged and for different accelerator pedal steps from 5 to 20%

By substituting ωc1 = igodd i f ωout and ωc2 = igeven
i f ωout in (18b)–(18c) and by multiplying both sides of
the two equations by igodd i f and igodd i f, respectively, one
obtains

(igodd i f )
2 Jc1ω̇out = igodd i f T f c1 − igodd i f Tgodd (21a)

(igeveni f )
2 Jc2ω̇out = igeveni f T f c2 − igeveni f Tgeven. (21b)

By adding (21a), (21b) and (18d) the entire driveline model
can be rewritten as the following second order system

Jeq ω̇ f = Te − T f c1 − T f c2 (22a)

Jeq2ω̇out = igodd i f T f c1 + igeveni f T f c2 − TLoad (22b)

with Jeq2 = (igodd i f )2 Jc1 + (igeveni f )2 Jc2 + Jd . The sim-
plified driveline model (22) will be used in next section for
the controller design. Instead, in the SIL platform adopted for
the numerical simulations it is implemented the more gen-
eral driveline model given by (18) with two instances of (13)
and the thermal model (16). The SIL structure is an evolu-
tion of the model proposed in [22] which is now capable to
reproduce also the temperature influence on the transmitted
torque. The SIL model will be also used to perform real time
test on the closed loop DDCT controlled by a real traction
control unit and it includes the subsystems models required
to manage several variable such as: the car key status, the
accelerator pedal position, the gear lever position, the clutch
actuators and the gearbox driving currents and other control
signals monitored by the transmission control unit. Further
details on the SIL model are reported in [22]. In Fig. 12 it is
shown a comparison between the vehicle velocity obtained
with the proposed model and that achieved by a real Fiat
500L with DDCT on a roller test bench. The test consid-
ers different accelerator pedal positions with the third gear
engaged.

No gearshift is reported because a real transmission con-
trol unit model is not available and so a comparison during

a gearshift would not be fair because the modeled control
unit does not encompass such maneuvers. By the way, this
comparison is useful to show the capability of thewhole pow-
ertrain model to reproduce the real vehicle behavior in the
limits of no gearshift occurrence.

5.2 Decoupling Controller

The proposed clutch engagement controller is capable to per-
form different maneuvers by regulating the gears selection
through pressure controlled valve models. The main differ-
ence between the proposed controller and the ones proposed
in [4,22] is the subsystem in the clutch engagement control
loop.

The control scheme for the engagement of thefirst clutch is
shown inFig. 13 (an analogous scheme can be constructed for
the second clutch). The inputs of the controller are the engine
and first clutch speeds, which are compared with their corre-
sponding reference values, and the reference torque coming
from the controller of the second clutch. Note that it is also
considered the scenario when, during the engagement of the
first clutch, the second clutch is in the disengagement phase,
which is typically controlled in open loop. The outputs of the
controller are the throwout bearing position reference signal
xre fto1 of the first clutch and the reference engine torque which
is the input for the engine control unit. The actuators con-
trollers and the engine control unit which connect the scheme
in Fig. 13 with the driveline, are not reported.

The Proportional Integral (PI) controllers in the scheme
in Fig. 13 are designed based on the model (22) specified
for the particular engagement under consideration. Let us
assume that an engine speed control is implemented. Then,
for the design of the corresponding PIe controller, one can
consider (22a) rewritten in the following form

Jeq ω̇e = �

T
re f
e (23)

with

�

T
re f
e = Te − T f c1 − T f c2. (24)

The engine speed controller can be designed based on the

single integrator model (23) by considering
�

T
re f
e as the con-

trol input and then by obtaining the reference engine torque
by inverting (24) and by using the reference torques coming
from the clutches control. In the case that, during the clutch
engagement, the reference engine torque is directly gener-
ated by the engine control unit based on the driver request,
the controller PIe is not required.

A relevant section of the clutches engagement scheme
consists of the control loops on the clutch speeds, which for
the first clutch involves the controller PIc reported in Fig. 13.
In order to design the parameters of PIc, the dynamic equation
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Fig. 13 Decoupling control scheme for the engagement of the odd clutch in a DDCT

(22b) can be rewritten by substituting ωout = ωc1/ igodd i f ,
which leads to

Jeq2ω̇c1 = �

T
re f
f c1 (25)

with

�

T
re f
f c1 = (igodd i f )

2T f c1+igodd igeveni
2
f T f c2−igodd i f TLoad .

(26)

By solving (26) for the torque transmitted by the first clutch
we obtain

T f c1 = 1

(igodd i f )2
�

T
re f
f c1− igeven

igodd
T f c2+ 1

igodd i f
TLoad . (27)

The controller for the first clutch engagement is designed

basedon the single integratormodel (25) by considering
�

T
re f
f c1

as the control input. The parameters of the PI controller can
be designed based on the required specifications. Moreover,
thanks to the left half plane zero in the controller transfer
function, the stability of the closed loop system is ensured
for any positive feedback gain, so as it can be easily verified
by using the root locus technique. Then, in order to obtain
the reference signal for the clutch torque, we can use the
decoupling part of the controller which is based on (27).
Finally, the throwout bearing reference position for the first
clutch is obtained by inverting the torque transmissibility

characteristic (13), by using the estimated temperature of the
clutch and the slip speed. Note that during the engagement
of the first clutch the second one is open or it is controlled
in open loop for the opening phase, thus not affecting the
stability of the closed loop system. The stability of the closed
loop system is then ensured at the design phase by using the
driveline model and the robustness of the proposed solution
is tested under real experiments, so as it will be shown in
next section.

5.3 Future Developments of the Controller

As explained with Fig. 13, the inversion of the clutch torque
characteristic allows determining the reference value for the
actuator position which drives the throwout bearing of the
clutch. The torque model inversion, which is used in most
clutch engagement control schemes, can be also integrated
with a disturbance observer as clutch torque estimator, so
as the one proposed in [23]. In this way, the output of the
torque inversion could act as feedforward contribution to the
reference actuator position,whereas the feedback component
comes from a controller on the error between the reference
torque and the torque estimated by a disturbance observer.

Anyway, the solution proposed in this paper allows clear
advantages even in presence of a disturbance observer. First
the nonlinearities of the clutch torque transmission are ideally
cancelled by the inversion of the characteristic and compen-
sated for temperature and slip speed dependencies; in the
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Fig. 14 Difference between reference and applied torque during the
clutch engagement for different slip speed values and for high (gray)
and low (black) accelerator pedal valueswhen the slip speeddependence
of the friction material is not considered in the controller

latter sense, this approach can be seen as belonging to the
class of global linearization techniques. Second, if a closed
loop on the clutch torque is used with a disturbance observer,
the inversion of the clutch torque characteristic results in a
feedforward contribution and it enables simpler tuning of the
torque controller parameters.

The detailed analysis of the performance attainable by
way of such an improved control scheme which considers
both the inversion of the clutch torque characteristic and the
disturbance observer, is out of the scope for this paper and it
is considered as a direction for future research.

6 Real Time Tests

In the previous sections a powertrain model and the relative
controller have been introduced. The model is capable to
reproduce several gearshift maneuvers but, for our purposes,
only the (most critical) start-up or launch maneuver will be
investigated. In this section, it will be shown the crucial role
of the thermal and slip speed dependencies on the clutch
torque. The two effects will be analyzed separately, i.e., if the
slip speed dependence is investigated then ideal temperature
compensation is assumed, and vice versa.

The real time tests are obtained by using the SIL model
implemented by means of dSpace VeOS for the real time
simulation of the driveline model, and dSpace ControlDesk
for the data acquisition. In Fig. 14 the difference between the
desired torque and the measured one without the compensa-
tion of the slip speed effects, is reported. At high slip speeds
the error is very small whereas, when the slip speed decreases
the discrepancy increases because the feedforward action
assumes a constant friction coefficient (whereas it is actually
decreasing for lower speeds, see Fig. 2) and the feedback
action does not satisfactorily compensate for this decrease.
Figure 14 shows also that the errors increase for higher values

Fig. 15 Difference between reference and actual clutch torque versus
sliding speed in decreasing trend during the clutch engagement. Low
(light gray), medium (dark gray) and high temperatures (black) with
no compensation of the temperature influence. The dashed line is asso-
ciated to a compensated scenario

of the accelerator pedal, which is coherent with the request
of higher torques in the clutch engagement operation.

In Fig. 15 it is reported the difference between the
reference and the applied torques in the two scenarios corre-
sponding to compensation and not. The plant model includes
(18), while the controller is designed based on (22). It is clear
that, if the temperature influence is not compensated, large
errors in the torque estimation eventually occur. This error
is higher when the engagement starts, at high slip speeds,
because the feedback action needs some time in order to pro-
duce its effects, and it is lower at the end of the engagement,
when the feedback partially compensates the overestimation
(the figure reports negative values). In the figure it is also
reported the compensated scenario. The error is still present
due to the different models adopted as plant and in the con-
troller, but it is much less.

By looking at the difference between the reference and
applied torques, the temperature and the slip speed have both
a strong impact on the transmitted torque and the feedback
controllers are not capable to instantaneously and perfectly
compensate these effects. Now it will be investigated the
influence of these phenomena on the overall system. At this
aim, the capability of the system to track the reference signals
and the resulting vehicle acceleration are considered.

Fig. 16 shows the flywheel and odd clutch speeds during
a repeated launch maneuver. The results confirm that the
proposed controller is able to compensate for the slip speed
influence on the torque characteristic and then the desired
speed profiles can be obtained.

In Figs. 17 and 18 three clutch engagement maneuvers at
three different temperatures are reported. The dashed curves
show the fully compensated scenario. The first figure reports
the flywheel and the odd clutch speeds behavior, while the
second figure reports the vehicle acceleration.

Fig. 17 shows that if the torque temperature influence is
disregarded in the control, the flywheel and clutch speeds
start diverging from the ideal behavior (dashed curves)
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Fig. 16 Flywheel (starting from 80 rad/s) and clutch speeds versus
time. In gray it is reported the (ideal) maneuver with no slip speed influ-
ence on the clutch torque; the dashed line represents the samemaneuver
with closed loop compensation in the controller in the presence of the
slip speed influence

Fig. 17 Flywheel (starting from80 rad/s) and clutch speeds versus time
during three launch maneuvers at low (light gray), medium (dark gray)
and high (magenta) temperatures without temperature compensation.
Dashed line represents the compensated scenario

Fig. 18 Vehicle acceleration versus time during three launch maneu-
vers at low (light gray), medium (dark gray) and high (black) tempera-
tures without temperature compensation; the dashed lines represent the
compensated scenario

when the temperature increases. The temperature levels, low,
medium and high are referred to the discussion in Sect. 3.3.

Analogously the accelerations reported in Fig. 18 show
that, when the temperature increases, a spike appears in
the first part of the vehicle acceleration and its amplitude
increases with the temperature.

It is interesting to note that after the initial spike, the three
accelerations tend to converge in the central part of the fig-
ure. This happens because the feedback controller is able
to compensate for the uncertainties in the torque estimation
until a new fast change occurs. Indeed, in the last engage-
ment the three solutions become more temperature sensitive
again. The dashed line in Fig. 17 shows that the spikes dis-
appear when the temperature compensation is adopted, thus
confirming that the inclusion of the temperature dependence
on the torque estimation allows to improve the closed loop
engagement performances.

7 Conclusions

A transmitted torque model for dry dual clutches has been
proposed. The model, whose parameters are tuned with
dedicated experiments and realistic data coming from the
automotive industry, shows how the temperature and the slip
speed influence the torque transmitted by the clutch. Real
time simulation results, obtained with a detailed software
in the loop model, show that, if not compensated, the tem-
perature increase can determine critical degradations of the
clutch engagement performances. The clutch temperature
estimation, obtained with a thermal dynamic model of the
dry dual clutch transmission, allows to compensate for the
temperature effects in the torque characteristic. The inver-
sion of the characteristic provides a global linearization of
the nonlinearities due to the clutch torque transmission and
the torque model is exploited for the design of a decoupling
clutch engagement controller. The corresponding closed loop
results show the effectiveness of the proposed compensations
for the dependencies of the clutch torque on temperature and
slip speed. A direction for future research is the analysis
of a closed loop scheme where the inversion of the torque
characteristic is combined with a disturbance observer which
implements a feedback control on the clutch torque and a load
torque estimation.
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